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Abstract 

The purpose of this project was to modify the Swarthmore fuel-cell vehicle in preparation for the 

2018 Americas Shell Eco-Marathon. The Shell Eco-Marathon challenges high school and 

college students to design fuel efficient vehicles of various fuel sources. Teams then race the 

vehicles around a course within a time limit and their vehicles fuel efficiency is determined. The 

most fuel efficient vehicle wins the competition. Major tasks accomplished include diagnosing 

the safety system, designing and implementing a suspension based on the MacPherson Strut, 

re-building the canopy, and performing general updates to the vehicle to conform to new 

competition rules. The vehicle was taken to Sonoma California to take part in the competition, 

where it passed all safety and technical inspections, but failed to start during the practice run 

due to the fact that hydrogen testing triggered the internal hydrogen sensor in the fuel cell 

system. As we were unable to restart the fuel cell, we could not compete. 

Introduction 

For the last five years, Swarthmore College has participated in the Shell Eco-Marathon, an 

international fuel efficiency competition for prototype vehicles. The competition consists of a 

course of a set length around which vehicles travel while fuel flow is being measured. Upon 

finishing the course, energy per distance traveled is computed. Eric Verhasselt first designed 

and built the vehicle in 2013. The vehicle has since been modified including the addition of a 

canopy by Neil Macfarland in 2015. Our current vehicle is deficient in a few areas and needs 

modification in order to be roadworthy. The electrical safety system needs to be debugged and 

updated to meet the current Shell Eco-Marathon standards. A suspension system needs to be 

designed, fabricated and added to the chassis of our vehicle to mitigate damage to the chassis. 
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The body and canopy also require modification to meet current competition standards. 

Swarthmore College has gone to this competition 3 of the last five years, 2014, 2015, and 2016. 

Figure 1: Fuel-cell vehicle in its current state. 

Technical discussion 

Our hydrogen fuel cell vehicle was first designed in 2013 to compete in the Shell Eco-Marathon 

and has subsequently been updated to meet the current Eco-Marathon safety standards. The 

vehicle is a three wheeled vehicle powered by a Ballard Power Systems hydrogen fuel cell. The 

vehicle has an aluminum chassis and a part-fiberglass part-aluminum body. It had an acrylic 

canopy, which was updated to meet current safety standards. 

Hydrogen fuel cells convert the chemical energy of hydrogen gas into electricity. Each fuel cell 

has an anode and a cathode. The anode and cathode are separated by a proton exchange 
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membrane. Hydrogen gas enters the fuel cell at the anode and is broken down into hydrogen 

ions and electrons via the following reaction 

The hydrogen ions pass through the proton exchange membrane and travel to the cathode. 

The electrons pass through a wire providing a current to power the electric motor and return to 

the cathode as seen in figure 2. At the cathode oxygen from the air intake, electrons traveling 

from the anode, and hydrogen ions from the proton exchange membrane react to form water via 

a following reaction: 

Through the process the fuel cell intakes hydrogen gas and air, provides a current and voltage 

to the motor, and the only emissions are excess hydrogen, air, and water. Each fuel cell only 

provides a small current and voltage hence they are put in stacks as in our Ballard Power 

Systems fuel cell module. The emissions of hydrogen fuel cells make them an appealing power 

source. Only excess hydrogen, air, and water are emitted none of which damage the 

environment. The abundance of hydrogen in the universe also make it an attractive fuel source. 
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Figure 2: Fuel Cell Diagram 
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Previously the vehicle could not run unless we bypassed the safety system. By eliminating one 

component from the circuit at a time, we eventually identified a broken deadman's switch as well 

as a faulty hydrogen sensor. The hydrogen sensor is a normally closed relay that opens when 

ambient hydrogen concentration rises above a threshold. The relay output of our sensor did not 

match the input in the normal state. When the deadman's switch and sensor were replaced, the 

safety system began functioning properly. 

Suspension 

The vehicle had no suspension of any form, meaning the tires alone absorbed the shock 

transmitted from the road surface. Any unabsorbed energy would be passed onto the chassis. 

Given the bumpy road surface of street circuits in past competitions, this configuration led to 

significant wear-and-tear on the vehicle, not to mention compromising driver comfort. Although 

the 2018 competition was held on a racing circuit-much smoother than city streets-no surface 

is perfect, and subsequent races could return to street circuits. Although we had planned on 

adding front and rear suspension, time constraint meant we had to focus our efforts on the front 

only. Inspiration for our suspension came from the MacPherson Strut suspension system. 

Wheel 
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We abandoned this idea because when the spring compresses, the wheel would tilt. If the two 

front wheels compress by different amounts, handling could be adversely affected. 

Wheel Chassis 

Top view 

t Front view Wheel ____ -
~----.. Chassis 

Wheel 

Chassis 

Our second concept allows the wheel to remain vertical when the spring is compressed. The top 

and bottom arms consist of two A-shaped arms. 

To reduce unsprung weight, we had to keep the size of the suspension to the bare minimum. 

This meant buying a very small spring-very few vendors manufacture one. We found DNM 

Suspension Technology, who offered shock absorbers with a range of spring constants. 

Knowing the quarter mass of the vehicle plus our driver is 260/4 = 651b, we aimed for a 0.3 inch 

steady-state compression and, using Hooke's Law, found we required a shock with spring 

constant 

F 65 
k=-=-=217 

x 0.3 Ib/in. 

The closest spring DNM sells that is not too soft is 250 Ib/in, so we ordered those. 
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We also decided to accommodate a maximum wheel travel of 1.5 inch. Increasing wheel travel 

requires increasing ride height further, which would compromise aerodynamic efficiency. The 

particular shock absorber we bought has a maximum compression of 0.79 inch, from which we 

determined the placement of the shock, 

Wheel 

Chassis 

~b·?~ ___ Q·7~ __________ _ 

where x = 3.16 inch. 

We made numerous refinements to our suspension design. The geometries of the top and 

bottom arms were altered so the shock absorber and the pieces that attach the shock absorber 

to the chassis could fit through them. 

Top arm 

o 

Bottom arm 

D 
o 
D 
D 
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The sides of the vehicle are slanted and uneven, so we designed a plate that can be bolted onto 

the chassis and to which we attach the shock absorber and the arms: 

o 
o o 

o 
o 

Here is the CAD model of our final suspension assembly. 

Note that the shock absorber running down the center is represented by a straight bar. 
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Fabrication was completed in the machine shop, mostly on the two-axis CNC milling machine. 

We fed 20 CAD drawings into the computer, and manually advanced the end mill in the 

z-direction. This was far and away the most time consuming stage in our project. These were 

the results: 

Steering 

One major consideration in the steering is that it must work with the suspension. 
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This meant removing the tie rod and adding a drag link directly between the left wheel and the 

steering column; doing so incidentally also reduces play in the steering. 

When adding the suspension and steering system it is essential to maintain a turning 

radius of at least 8 meters, as specified in the official rules of the Shell Eco-Marathon. The 

turning radius is determined by the angle at which the front wheel can turn and the distance 

between the front and back wheels. 
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Figure 4: Turning Radius Diagram. 

The turning radius of the vehicle is given by the following equations: 

'-i " w=2(Rslne)-L 

, 

where L is the distance between the front and back wheels, w is the distance between the two 

front wheels, and e is the max angle the front wheel can turn. Since the distance between the 
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front and rear wheels did not change and the maximum angle the front wheels can turn was 

increased, our vehicle has an even smaller turning radius than before. 

Canopy 

New rules stipulate that the canopY,which allows driver ingress and egress, must be made of 

shatter-proof materials like polycarbonate, while the material used in the old canopy, acrylic, is 

shatter-prone and thus no longer permitted. The previous canopy was not only the wrong 

material but it required the driver to either throw the canopy on the ground or carry it when 

exiting the vehicle. 

We purchased a polycarbonate sheet, cut it into three pieces, and bolted them onto aluminum 

bars for rigidity. The new canopy is hinged at the front of the vehicle and has a steel cable to 

catch it when open. When closed, it now fully encloses the driver as the rules require. The new 

canopy design adds some additional weight but better conforms to the rules requiring a fully 

enclosed driver compartment. The canopy's hinged front and catching cable also allow the 
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driver to exit in the 10 second time frame more easily and without damaging the canopy. The 

canopy is also more stably attached and no longer wobbles at the front. 

Bulkhead 

The Eco-marathon rules mandate a bulkhead separating the driver's compartment from the 

drive train. A hinged and bent aluminum plate was added to the vehicle to provide this barrier. It 

was cut to line up with the sides of the vehicle and the canopy to completely seal off the driver's 

compartment. It was hinged to allow access to the electrical system, fuel cell, and hydrogen 

tank when one is working on the vehicle. The bulkhead also functioned as a fire extinguisher 

mount allowing the extinguisher to be in a more accessible location than before. Aside from the 

safety benefit, the bulkhead also provided a backrest for the driver greatly increasing comfort as 

the previous backrest was a thin aluminum bar. 

Timeline 

April 2 Suspension fabrication complete 

April 9 Canopy fabrication complete 

April 11 Vehicle crated and shipped, on its way to 
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Sonoma Raceway, Sonoma CA 

April 18 The team departs Swarthmore PA and 
arrives in Sonoma CA 

April 19-22 Competition 

Competition 

The first day of competition was used to uncrate the vehicle, assemble it, and prepare it for 

technical inspection. Technical inspection consisted of several tests to ensure the safety and 

quality of our vehicle. The first test was a simple weight test to ensure the vehicle was within the 

weight parameters and the driver's weight was not under the driver minimum. The next test was 

a test of the driver's field of vision and their ability to exit the vehicle within 10 seconds. The new 

canopy design allowed the driver a large field of vision and the hinged front and cable to catch 

the canopy allowed the driver to escape the vehicle within the 10 second window. The next test 

was the seat belt test. In this test the driver and vehicle are suspended by the seat belt buckle. 

This test was passed and only required slight adjustments to the seatbelt to better secure the 

driver. The fourth testing station was the vehicle design test. The dimensions of the vehicle were 

measured to ensure they fit within the dimensions outlined in the rules. The roll bar, steering, 

and chassis were checked to ensure adequate vehicle design and safety. The fifth testing 

station was the brake test. The vehicle was placed on a twenty degree incline and each set of 

brakes, front and back, was tested individually and simultaneously. Only minor tightening of the 

brakes was needed to pass the test. The next test and the most difficult test was the hydrogen 

test. For this test a hydrogen tank and a flow meter were provided and had to be installed in the 

vehicle. The hydrogen system was then checked for leaks by the Linde hydrogen expert. After 

no leaks were found the emergency shutdown systems were checked. The vehicle was started 
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up and then the external emergency shutoff button was pressed shutting down the vehicle. The 

vehicle was started again and this time shut down by releasing the deadman's switch. This 

process was repeated with the internal shutdown button. Lastly the vehicle was started up and 

hydrogen was sprayed on it to activate the external hydrogen sensor shutting down the vehicle. 

Once the hydrogen test was passed the final test was the electrical design test. In the electrical 

design test the wiring diagram was examined, wiring was checked for neatness, and fuses were 

checked. Upon passing the electrical design test the technical and safety inspections were 

completed. At this point, on day 2 of the competition, only 10% of teams had passed technical 

and safety inspections. The rest of day 2 was then available for practice runs and days 3 and 4 

for official runs. 

The vehicle was taken to the track for a practice run but unfortunately did not start. After 

bringing the vehicle back to the vehicle paddock and examining both the plumbing and safety 

systems it was determined that a "non-restartable" error had caused the vehicle to enter a 

non-functional state. Typically on fuel cell start up the fuel cell fan will start even if there is an 

error. In this case there was no fan start up, one of the signs of a non-restartable error. 

Non-restartable errors of the Ballard fuel cell prevent the fuel cell from restarting without the use 

of software and intervention from a Ballard technician. One non-restartable error is when the 

fuel cell's internal hydrogen sensor is triggered. During the hydrogen test the external sensor 

which is mounted above the fuel cell fan, as stipulated by Eco-marathon rules, was sprayed with 

hydrogen. Hydrogen likely made its way into the fuel cell fan area, where the internal sensor is, 

setting the internal sensor off. Given that this was a friday evening Ballard technicians were 

unavailable via a phone and neither was a computer compatible with the fuel cell, given that a 
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computer dating prior to 2008 was needed. Thus an official run and efficiency were not 

obtained. 

Next steps 

Going forward there are various updates to the vehicle that can be made to improve efficiency. 

First of all the fuel cell needs to be reset. Once reset, future teams traveling to the Shell 

Eco-Marathon should bring a pre-2008 computer to avoid this situation. In testing the 

suspension the spring purchased compressed to much under the weight of the vehicle and 

driver. Stiffer springs would make the suspension system more effective. These springs have 

been ordered but need to be installed on the vehicle. The vehicle still does not have suspension 

on the rear wheel. Front suspension takes significant stress of the chassis but rear wheel 

suspension would also be beneficial. To improve efficiency the camber of the front wheels can 

be removed. The camber allows for faster turning but the additional frictional forces is 

detrimental for efficiency on the straightaways. Given that the Shell Eco-marathon is a contest 

of efficiency not speed the camber should be removed. Although the canopy is new it is possible 

for the canopy to be vacuum formed to save weight. The vehicle body is made out of panels of 

thin aluminum. The body could be made out of fiberglass or carbon fiber to save weight. Both of 

these updates would improve the cosmetic aspects of the vehicle and save weight which would 

increase vehicle efficiency. Lastly foot pedal brakes will be required by 2020 so these will need 

to be added in the near future. 

Budget 

1. 2 sets of springs and dampers + shipping 

2. Suspension materials (Aluminum, bolts, nuts, etc ... ) 

(2 x 65)+ 70 = $200 

$200 
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3. Polycarbonate $200 

4. Hotel $1,010.56 

5. Flights $546 

6. Lyft $400 

7. Meals $500 

8. Crate $1,192.50 

9. Shipping vehicle to/from Sonoma $2,641.50 

10. ASME Philadelphia Stipend -$500 

11. Dean's Office Funding -$600 

12. Shell Travel Stipend -$2000 

Total $3,790.56 
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Appendix 

This is a picture of the vehicle with the modified canopy and added front suspension system. 

Front wheels were removed so that the vehicle could fit inside the crate before shipment to 

Sonoma, California. 
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Assembled suspension system 

Suspension attached to vehicle. 
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Here is a list of modifications we made to the vehicle: 

• Troubleshoot and repair safety system 

• Replace standalone hydrogen sensor 

• Repair electrical wirings 

• Add a suspension system 

• Replace and improve steering system 

• Replace Acrylic canopy with fully enclosed polycarbonate canopy 

• Raise the height of the roll bar by % inch 

• Add rigid aluminum bulkhead that seals the driver's compartment from the propulsion 

compartment 

• Replace fire extinguisher 

• Replace external emergency shutdown pushbutton with a pushbutton that can only be 

disengaged via rotation of the knob---in progress 

• Replace accessory and starter batteries 
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